Redwood City Walk Bike Thrive
Summary of summer 2021
community outreach

Main sources of community input
• Online survey: 316 responses (including 2 in Spanish),
containing over 700 distinct comments

• Pinnable map: 391 comments
• Comment cards: 40
• Comments through the project website: 16
• Outreach results from previous planning efforts
•
•
•
•
•

RWCmoves Plan
Slow Streets Program
ADA Transition Plan
Unincorporated San Mateo County Active Transportation Plan
San Mateo County Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan

Online survey intro page

Q1: What is your connection to Redwood City?
I live in Redwood City

I work in Redwood City

I go to school in Redwood City

My kid(s) go(es) to school in Redwood City
I live and work elsewhere but visit Redwood City
to shop, dine, see friends or family, etc.
I live and work elsewhere but pass through
Redwood City as part of my commute
Top “Other” response

Other

• Live in an unincorporated area near Redwood City

Q2: How often do you walk or bike
in Redwood City for transportation?

Q3: Which of these significantly discourage you
or other people from walking in Redwood City?
Fast or heavy traffic
Aggressive or distracted drivers
Missing, narrow or broken sidewalks
Difficult or challenging streets, intersections
or freeway overpasses to cross
Poor street lighting (for walking when it's dark out)
Streets are unattractive and uninviting
The places I want to walk to are too far
Lack of amenities for pedestrians
(benches, bus-stop shelters, street trees, etc.)
Other

Top “Other” responses

• Concerns over personal (non-traffic) safety
• Sidewalk obstacles: Parked cars,
construction equipment, cyclists

Q4: Streets or intersections that are especially challenging for
pedestrians? Ideas or suggestions for improving walking conditions?

• 181 comments
• Streets mentioned most often (in alpha order):
Alameda de las Pulgas
El Camino Real
Jefferson Avenue

Middlefield Road
Whipple Avenue
Woodside Road

• Multiple intersections cited along each of those

streets; also Highway 101 at Whipple and at Woodside

• Long tail of additional streets and intersections cited
• Top issues raised:

Speeding traffic
Crossing busy intersections
Missing, broken, obstructed sidewalks

Poor or no street lighting
Insufficient traffic enforcement

Q5: Which of these best describes you?

Q6: Which of these significantly discourage you
or other people from biking in Redwood City?
Lack of bike lanes, bike paths and bike routes
Fast or heavy traffic
Aggressive or distracted drivers
Difficult or challenging streets, intersections
or freeway overpasses to cross
Lack of bike parking
Poor pavement quality
Poor street lighting (for biking when it's dark out)
The places I want to bike to are too far
Other

Top “Other” responses

•
•
•
•

Bike theft
Disconnected/discontinuous bikeways
Lack of protected bikeways
Traffic lights are not responsive to bikes

Q7: Streets or intersections that are especially challenging for
bicyclists? Ideas or suggestions for improving biking conditions?

• 157 comments
• Streets mentioned most often were generally the same
as under the comments about walking:
El Camino Real
Jefferson Avenue
Middlefield Road

Whipple Avenue
Woodside Road

• Also Hudson, Marsh, Roosevelt, Veterans, plus a long
tail of additional streets

• Top issues raised:

Lack of protected bikeways
Discontinuous or disconnected bikeways
Lack of crosstown connections

Sharrows alone are inadequate
Crossing Highway 101
Hudson should not be a bike route

Q8: Which of these contribute significantly to
feelings of unsafe traffic conditions in Redwood City?
Careless or distracted driving
Speeding or aggressive driving
Difficult or challenging intersections to cross
Lack of dedicated bikeways
Drivers don't yield at crosswalks or stop signs
Lack of crosswalks
Lack of sidewalks
Careless pedestrians or cyclists
Poor street lighting
Other

Top “Other” responses

• Concerns over personal safety
• On-street parking

Q9: Any serious traffic safety issues or concerns
on your block or street?
• 126 comments
• Many different streets were cited (because of the

nature of the question), including the ones mentioned
on previous slides as well as Hopkins, Roosevelt, Taft,
Valota, Vera, etc.

• Despite the many different streets mentioned, some
issues reappeared:

Speeding / need for traffic calming
Drivers not yielding to pedestrians
Parked cars impair visibility at intersections

Cut-through traffic
Lack of marked crosswalks

Q10: Any serious traffic safety issues or concerns at
other locations in Redwood City that you know of?

• 105 comments
• Streets mentioned most often were generally
the same as under the comments about
walking and biking.

• Other streets, intersections and issues are
also very similar to those mentioned on
previous slides

Q11: How old are you?
65 or older
13%

Under 18
< 1%

18–44
49%
45–64
37%

Q12: Do you have a disability or medical condition
that makes it difficult to walk at least some of the time?

Pinnable map
78 comments about walking

• Streets or areas with the most comments

include Downtown, and El Camino Real,
Jefferson, Roosevelt, Whipple and Woodside

• Top issues raised:
• Speeding traffic
• Drivers don’t yield to pedestrians
• Lack of marked crosswalks or other crossing
•
•
•
•

improvements
Difficulty crossing intersections, for a variety of
reasons
Missing sidewalks
Concerns also about personal (ie, non-traffic)
safety
Poor street lighting

16

Pinnable map
188 comments about biking

• This category had the most comments by far.
• Streets or areas with the most comments

include El Camino Real, Broadway, Middlefield,
Woodside, Jefferson, Roosevelt and Alameda de
las Pulgas.

• Top issues raised:
• Need protected bikeways and also traffic-calmed
•
•
•
•

streets/bike boulevards
Existing bikeways are disconnected or
discontinuous, and there are no good cross-town
connections (including to the Bay Trail)
Getting across Highway 101, El Camino Real,
Woodside
Traffic lights don’t detect cyclists
Sharrows alone are inadequate

17

Pinnable map
83 comments about broader traffic safety

• Streets or areas with the most comments

include El Camino Real, Woodside Road,
Downtown and the Roosevelt and Woodside
Plaza neighborhoods.

• Top issues raised:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speeding / need for traffic calming
Drivers don’t yield to pedestrians
Drivers turning right are not aware of pedestrians
Need for protected bike lanes
Traffic safety for school children
Cut-through traffic
Dislike of speed humps

18

Pinnable map
42 comments with additional ideas or
suggestions

• Areas with the most comments include

Downtown and the Roosevelt and Woodside
Plaza neighborhoods

• The comments addressed many different streets
but several types of suggestions recurred:

•
•
•
•
•

Traffic calming
Stop signs
Marked crosswalks
Bikeways
Restrictions for through traffic

19

Main themes from the community input
•

The streets of greatest concern are generally the same for walking, biking and
broader traffic safety. They are some of Redwood City’s main thoroughfares: El
Camino Real, Jefferson, Whipple and Woodside.

•

Other streets of special concern include Alameda de las Pulgas, Middlefield and
Roosevelt, and also the Highway 101 ramps and overcrossings.

•

The top pedestrian-related concern is speeding traffic. Other key issues include
challenging intersections to cross (various reasons); drivers not yielding; lack of
marked crosswalks; and missing, broken or obstructed sidewalks.

•

The top biking-related concerns are the lack of protected bikeways, and
discontinuous or disconnected bikeways.

•

The main concern regarding broader traffic safety is speeding and the need for
traffic calming. Other key issues include careless or distracted driving; cutthrough traffic; traffic safety for school children; and parked cars impairing
visibility at intersections.

